The structures of tensegrity are light structures of which stability is conditioned in a state of prestressing called self-stress. Work presented relates to a structure with double layer which is instrumented with gauges of defor-mation to determine the forces in the bars. The aim of work is to find the forces in the elements by indirect mea-surement for further in-situ applications when the bars instrumentations will be impossible. Here, we explore the possibility of using the measurement of the fields of acceleration of the nodes of a structure of tensegrity under dynamic loading in order to identify the self-stress state. We show the effect of the self-stress level on the modes of vibration of the structure to determine the correlation between the precision of this identification and the influence of the mode concerned. The results confirm the complex relation which exists between the Eigen-modes and the identification of self-stress state. The identification is generally more powerful for the first global modes which are impacted by all self-stress states than for the local modes which are often dependent only of one self-stress state.
Introduction
Tensegrity structures are light space structures made up of compressed bars and tended cables which ensure continuity. The rigidity of the tensegrity structure is function of the elements stiffness but also of the cables tensions. This state called self-stress state ensures the rigidity of the structure and its stability. The knowledge of this self-stress state is essential for the structure safety in place.
The continuity of the tended elements implies that the degradation of one element can influence all or part of the structure. The degradation of one element can modify the stiffness of the structure. Therefore, it is necessary to identify the damage state of the elements. Here, we suppose that damage is related to the force in the element. It is not reasonable to measure the internal force of all elements during the life of the work. We must identify the internal forces using an indirect measurement and an inverse analysis [1, 2] .
Among the measurements which can be carried out easily, displacement fields and Eigen-frequencies of the structure are widely used [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . We chose to use the nodes displacements of the structure under static or dynamic loading [8, 9] . Tests and numerical simulations made it possible to show the relevance of the procedure to find the weight parameters of the elementary self-stress states: we showed that we were able to find the tension of cables which have a loss of tension of 25% compared to their design state [10] .
The method is the same as the one for the optimization of structures [11, 12] . For a tensegrity system, the number of unknown factors is a function of the number of cables. This number becomes important for complex structures. One can apply a load to the structure to determine his Eigen-frequencies for his lifetime, however, one cannot obtain as many Eigen-frequencies of cables. The identification based on the only Eigen-frequencies implies to limit the number of unknown parameters. To carry out the identification, we can use the evolution of the acceleration field of the structure [9] to obtain frequential and deformation information. However, this method always does not converge towards the desired solution because we have sometimes too much information. It must be more judicious to have a strategy using the most effective modes.
To characterize the structure by non-destructive dynamic tests, we work on his vibratory behavior. We study the influence of self-stress level imposed on the dynamic behavior of the structure. The structural design of tensegrity leads to a mechanical nonlinear behavior which one finds in the evolution of the Eigen-mode. This study includes numerical simulations on a small plane tensegrity grid with double layer to correlate modeling and tests. The numerical simulations corroborate the test results with a nonlinear evolution of the Eigenfrequencies of the first two modes increasing with the self-stress level.
To go further, the grid is subjected to sinewave excitation for a given frequency. It appears that some frequencies allow a better identification than others. This study tries to establish a relation between Eigen-mode, self-stress state, and the electiveness of the identification. Numerical simulations validate the method proposed here for the identification of such a tensegrity grid. This article shows the importance of the choice of the mode of excitation used for identification for the quality of the results.
Internal state of the minigrid

Mini grid
This is a double layer plane grid of cables the basic pattern of which uses the expander principle: two by two, the struts form perpendicular, opposing V's, separated by a vertical tie the length of which can be made to vary. This consists of 81 components linked by nodes: 24 compressed struts (tubes) and tensioned elements, i.e., 36 cables in addition to 9 vertical ties and 12 peripheral ties; the ties are the active components of the structure (Fig. 1) . This grid has been designed to match to the definition of a tensegrity structure: "system in a state of self-stable equilibrium (self-stress here), which includes a discontinuous set of compressed components (bars) inside of a continuum of tensioned components (cables and ties)" (Motro [13] ).
Self-stress state
System equilibrium is obtained when all nodes are in equilibrium. The static equilibrium of a node I is written as:
T ij is the internal force vector of the element linking node j to node i, and F i is the external force vector directly applied to node i. The internal forces T ij are a function of the deformation of each element; l ij 0 is the length of the element connecting nodes i and j in the reference configuration.
The projection of the equilibrium equation on three axes can be simplified by introducing the force density q ij of each element (i, j):
The system of equations obtained by applying to all the nodes of the structure is:
with A for the equilibrium matrix of the structure (dimension b × 3n), q for the vector describing the force densities in elements b, and f for the vector of the external forces acting on nodes n. Self-stress is the whole set of internal forces occurring in the initial state, without external loading. This state of equilibrium corresponds to a field of force densities q 0 satisfying:
The self-stress state can be expressed on the basis of the subspace kerA. This base, denoted S, is composed of several basic self-stress states. There are 2 kinds of basic state: total if it solicits all the system's components, partial otherwise. The base S must allow building a total selfstress state. The self-stress basis S resulting from kernel A cannot be used directly, since the equilibrium matrix A does not take into account the unilateral behavior of elements. Every self-stress state that meets the unilaterality conditions for tensioned members is called "conform." A conform self-stress state can result from a linear combination of several conform states (Sanchez [14] ), or directly from linear combination of the elements defining S (Quirant et al. [15] ): The components of the α vector are chosen to satisfy stress conditions for members.
Mini grid self-stress state
Tenségrité2000 software (Quirant [16] ) determines the basic selfstress states of a tensegrity structure starting from:
-boundaries conditions: three non-symmetrically support conditions here, -geometry: nodes position and components connectivity.
Thus, the mini grid has only two basic self-stress states: a local self stress state SSS1 and a diffuse self stress state SSS2. Fig. 2 shows that for the state SSS1, peripheral elements are not involved in the equilibrium (in white), while for the state SSS2, this concerns only few cables. By multiplying these basic states by the elements free lengths l i , we obtain the vectors of internal force , enables to build a total self-stress state which ensures the stability of the structure and the service limit states that we impose.
Fixing the ratio a/b, the parameter a is used as the indicator of selfstress level of this selected target state for the studied structure. This global level is made to vary to achieve realistic values of forces in the elements which permit to have a structure rigid enough without reaching the struts buckling. A ratio of 0.5 provides the most homogeneous distribution of forces possible in the components, particularly for cable tensions; elements that pilot the rigidity of the structure: for example where a = 2000 (Fig. 3) .
Standard identification of internal state
To identify the internal state α id of the grid we usually employ a method consisting in the measure of forces in a limited number of elements {T mes }, using dedicated strain gauges. We wedge on the outcome of these measures a state generated by the self-stress base (formed by the force vectors [Ti] previously determined). For this, we employ the pseudo-inverse method to minimize the difference between the generated state and the measured state (Averseng [17] ). This initial identification of the self-stress of the grid, established during its tensioning and which serves as a reference, gives coefficient a and b, i.e. a ratio a/b close to the target ratio. The maximum inaccuracy on the forces leads to a maximum error on the identified coefficient a which corresponds to an accuracy lower than 5% on the state of selfstress.
Relation between Eigen-modes and self-stress
This section shows the influence of self-stress state on the variation in Eigen-modes of the tensegrity structure.
Eigen-modes
The stiffness of the grid is conditioned by the self-stress. It is, therefore, obvious that self-stress influences the Eigen-modes of the structure. The structure is set in self-stress, with the same boundaries conditions, for the combination of the two elementary states SSS1 and SSS2, using the CAST3M finite elements code ( [18] ).
To calculate a lattice, the usually raised hypothesis is a bar-type behavior for modeling all elements of a tensegrity structure. In our case, this assumption is challenged by a previous study (Dubé et al. [19] ) where we detected the bending in the struts in a self-stress state. We showed that, in static and dynamic, compressed elements and ties had a beam-type behavior. The cables are modeled by bar elements.
We have chosen two combinations which meet mechanical requirements and as the base for a sensitivity study:
• q ref_h = Sα ref_h with α ref_h = {2000; 2000}, «homogeneous» selfstress state. This corresponds to a ratio a/b = 1. Thus we can compare the influence of each weighting coefficient on Eigenfrequencies, conserving realistic values for forces in the elements.
• q ref_r = Sα ref_r with α ref_r = {2000; 4000}, «realistic» self-stress state with a ratio a/b = 0.5. The maximum force in elements is lower than: their elastic yield, the screw thread strength of the anchorage nodes and the force-anchorage slip of the layer cables.
With thereby defined self-stress states we are able to compute the first five Eigen-modes of the structure: the Eigen-frequencies are given in Table 1 . It is noted that the first two modes have frequencies close to 5 Hz while the three following has frequencies about 30 Hz. Between the homogeneous state and the realistic state, the frequencies of modes 1 and 2 evolve very little while for modes 3, 4, 5 this evolution is sufficiently consequent to make their frequencies quite distinct. It is also noticed that there is an inversion of the frequencies for modes 4 and 5.
To finely study the sensitivity of the Eigen-frequencies compared to two self-stress states SSS1 and SSS2, each weighting coefficient α (α is here alternatively a or b) applied to the self-stress basis is affected by an identical variation Δα = 200. This gives a relative variation of:
• 10% for the coefficients a and b initially to 2000; • 10% for the coefficient a initially to 2000 and only 5% for the coefficient b equal to 4000.
The variation of each coefficient is independent from that of the other. Table 1 recapitulates values associated with the various Eigenmodes for the variation of each coefficient.
From these data we can compute the matrix of the frequency gradient compared with the variation of the weighting coefficient of the self-stress basis:
Δf Δα
If the ratio is small, then a small variation of α implies a small variation of f. Thus, if the ration is large, then a small variation of α implies a large variation of f.
By taking the inverse of the ratio, we obtain the following relation:
is large ⇒ f gives a large influence on α.
Δf
Δα is large ⇒ Δα Δf is small ⇒ f gives a small influence on α.
Fig. 4 shows the ratio
Δf Δα for the two elementary self-stress states for the first five Eigen-frequencies.
One observes a difference in behavior very marked between the two states: while for state 1 the ratio is weak and decreases with the increase of the frequency, the tendency is reversed for state 2 with a ratio whose value is much higher.
We can note that for modes 1 and 2, the variation Δf Δα is not influenced by self-stress state compared to the other modes. We can suppose that the modes 1 and 2 have a large influence on the weighting coefficients of the self-stress states. We check if this relation which exists between the state of self-stress and the Eigen-modes influences the quality of the identification of the self-stress.
Experimental validation
To validate this numerical study, we have the results of an experimental study conducted on the minigrid structure (Dubé et al. [20] ).
Test conditions
The minigrid is vertically excited by a vibrating pot positioned in boundary condition free/free on the higher layer of the structure (Fig. 5) . Dynamic analysis is realized by harmonic analysis on a frequency range [0 Hz; 100 Hz], which is sufficient to identify the first mode of the structure. The sampling rate of the signals adopted is of 200 Hz.
Three series of experiments are carried out to study the incidence of the self-stress on the dynamic behavior of the structure. The modification of the self-stress is obtained by the action on: 
Incidence of the self-stress on the first mode
The analysis of the results is carried out while taking as indicator of the self-stress level, the coefficient a local self-stress state. In series 1 and 2, a/b ratio varies from 0.5 to 3, and we can note (Fig. 6 ) that the first Eigen-frequency increases with the level of the diffuse partial state (b) (while the parameter a decreases). In series 3, a/b ratio remains appreciably constant, and the first Eigen increases with the level of the total self-stress state.
Simultaneously with the experiments, numerical simulations of the vibratory behavior of the structure were carried out. These simulations make it possible to compare on the one hand, the experimental results with results of simulation, and on the other hand, to sweep levels of self-stress not reached by the experiment (Fig. 6) Δƒ Δα Fig. 4 . Impact of the self-stress states on the Eigen-frequencies. simulations use the self-stress coefficients a and b identified by the experimental tests. The comparison between experimental frequencies and those given by simulations makes it possible to note a very good agreement between them. The maximum differences do not exceed 10%, and are even b 3% in the case of series 3 (Fig. 6 ).
Correlation between the self-stress state identification of the minigrid and Eigen-modes
The study of the correlation between the Eigen-mode and the identification of the self-stress state of a double layer grid with middle size and six self-stress states gave mitigated results (Dubé et al. [21] ). Indeed, the influence of the self-stress state on each Eigen-mode does not give the reciprocal one when one uses the Eigen-modes to identify the self-stress states. Moreover we must use a number of Eigen-mode more important than the number of state self-stress to carry out a correct identification. We start again here the same study with a structure having only two self-stress states.
Self-stress identification
We study the relationship between Eigen solicitation and the identification of self-stress. For identification we use the evolution of the acceleration field of the structure [9] . An initial self-stress state defined by the α ref vector constitutes the reference state. The minigrid is activated by a sinusoidal nodal force the frequency of which corresponds to one of the first five Eigen-modes. The initial self-stress state is defined on the basis of a linear elastic behavior and large displacements. We assume that the vibratory behavior produces, on the other hand, small displacements only. Acceleration of the nodes of the structure is calculated by means of the CASTE3M code. The acceleration field is used as comparative data for identification by inverse analysis.
Identification starts from a random self-stress state close to the reference state. The procedure of identification uses a LevenbergMarquardt algorithm [22] [23] [24] [25] expresses the difference between simulated acceleration field and the acceleration field of reference:
where P is the vector of the parameters to be identified, R the temporal response of the acceleration field of the simulated structure, R ref the response of the acceleration field of the structure to be identified.
The identified parameters are the weighting coefficients a and b of the elementary self-stress states. Identification is then carried out by taking account the difference between the response of the numerical structure and that of reference.
We consider the two following reference states:
• «homogeneous»:{2000; 2000} (random self-stress state:{3241.6; 2230}); • «realistic»: {2000; 4000} (random self-stress state: {3241.6; 4460}). Fig. 7 presents the evolution of the quadratic average of the relative error (difference between the reference coefficient and the identified one) associated with the two weighting coefficients for each identification.
The weighting coefficient of self-stress state 1 is less well identified than that of self-stress state 2 whatever the mode of vibration used for the identification. It is only for the first two modes that one arrives systematically to a good identification of the two self-stress states simultaneously with a suitable relative average error: about 10% what corresponds to a maximum force error lower than 1 kN in the elements. On the other hand, in the realistic case, one observes that mode 5 conduct to an error relative even weaker for the two self-stress states and lower than 1% on average (the maximum force error is lower than 200 N in the elements). This result is rather curious compared to the result of mode 4. Indeed these two modes are local modes of vibration affecting elements different but not those from the local self-stress state. However, for mode 5, there is less elements in vibration than for mode 4. We can suppose that the identification is carried out more effectively on these some elements; however that does not explain the reason for which the local self-stress state is also correctly identified.
On the evolution of the error relative according to the Δf Δα ratio (Fig. 8) , we can notice that in a general way, to obtain a small error, one needs a small ratio. This corresponds to the modes whose frequency influences much the state of self-stress. It is here clearly the case for modes 1 and 2.
The influence of the excitation frequency on the identification of the weighting coefficients of the self-stress state is certain. Only the use of modes 1 and 2 gives results correct and stable for the identification of the two coefficients a and b whatever the reference self-stress state. Finally, the correlation between the influence of the self-stress state on the Eigen-mode and the quality of the identification is not obvious.
Conclusion
The study that we carry out is principally numerical. We show the link between the self-stress and the first Eigen-modes.
The study uses a double layer tensegrity minigrid having two elementary self-stress states. Several self-stress configurations are studied: an ideal configuration for which the self-stress is definite homogeneous and a configuration resulting from the measures on the experimental prototype.
We show that the Eigen-frequency is more sensitive to the selfstress for a diffuse state than for a local state. The first modes of the structure are global modes, it is thus normal that the diffuse self-stress state affects more its modes than the local state. We check that the influence of the self-stress state on the Eigen-modes can be used in an inverse process to identify the self-stress states starting from the Eigenmodes. We see overall that if the self-stress has low influence on the Eigen-frequency, then the use of this Eigen-frequency leads to a better identification of the self-stress. We must verify these results for other structure typologies, for example for tensegrity rings which can have only one self-stress state and can be foldable. 
